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Using a hydrothermal technique, the present study demonstrated the synthesis of a Cu metal–organic 

framework (Cu-MOF), [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n (BIB = 1,4-bisimidazolebenzene; H2adp = adipic acid). 

Carbendazim was successfully detected by an ultra-sensitive and facile electrochemical sensor 

fabricated based on the [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n-coated GCE via differential pulse voltammetry. The 

present study employed [Fe(CN)6]
3−/4−

 as an electrochemical probe to investigate the electrochemical 

properties of our developed sensor. The charge transfer rate and electrode surface of the 

[Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE were both more favourable compared to those of the bare GCE. Cyclic 

voltammetry results suggested a desirable electrochemical performance of our developed sensor 

towards the detection of carbendazim. Our developed sensor was excellent towards the electrochemical 

oxidation of the analyte. In addition, the as-prepared electrochemical sensor showed great potential for 

the detection of carbendazim in water samples. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As a broad-spectrum fungicide, carbendazim (CBZ) has been widely applied in the prevention 

and control of a variety of diseases that affect vegetables, fruits, and crops [1, 2]. The harmful effects 

of CBZ on human health have been reported in recent years [3, 4]. In addition, the long persistence of 

CBZ has also been reported in vegetables, fruits, crops, and the environment [5]. Thus, it is of practical 

importance to develop a facile, sensitive, and accurate technique for CBZ detection for the benefit of 
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human health and the environment. Many different analytical strategies, such as chromatography [6-8], 

spectrophotometry [9-11], and chemiluminescence [12, 13], have been applied towards the 

determination of CBZ. Additionally, due to their cost effectiveness, short analysis time, easy operation, 

and favourable sensitivity, electroanalytical strategies have been widely applied in the determination of 

CBZ. Considering the undesirable response to CBZ using a bare electrode, the electrochemical 

determination of CBZ has been conducted by modifying a variety of materials, including prominent 

carbon-based nanomaterials. For the electrochemical oxidation of CBZ, many different carbon 

nanotube-based electrochemical sensors coated by anionic surfactants [14], mesoporous silica [15], 

and graphene oxide [16] have been developed. In the present study, CBZ was successfully detected 

using an improved electrochemical sensor fabricated based on a pyrrolidinium ionic liquid/ordered 

mesoporous carbon composite system [17]. Considering the exceptional chemical and physical 

properties, graphene has been widely applied as a potential electrode modifier during the preparation 

of an electrochemical CBZ sensor [18]. As a kind of carbon-based material electrode, the diamond 

electrode is another potential analytical tool for the electroanalysis of CBZ [19, 20]. However, 

electrochemical techniques have been developed for the quantification of CBZ, including 

heteropolyacid montmorillonite clay-modified electrodes [21], carboxylic group functionalized poly 

(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) mimic electrodes [22], and zeolite-modified electrodes [23]. 

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), with open metal sites, tuneable pore sizes, and high 

surface areas, show great potential in a variety of fields, such as luminescence, magnetism, sensing, 

catalysis, and gas storage, thus attracting great research interest [24-27]. MOFs are composed of 

repeated metal complex units that may be electrochemically activated depending on the ligands and 

metal ions types. Therefore, MOFs can be developed as electrochemically functional frameworks with 

favourable electrocatalytic activities and electrochemical features. Many studies have been reported on 

the oxygen reduction reaction using solid-state Cu-MOFs and Cu-MOF-modified electrodes [28, 29].  

In the present study, a novel Cu-MOF, [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n (BIB = 1,4-bisimidazolebenzene; 

H2adp = adipic acid) was prepared via a cost-effective, rapid, and facile method. In addition, the 

preparation can be carried out under benign conditions. The Cu-MOF exhibited a favourable 

performance towards the electrochemical recognition of the target CBZ under electrochemical 

conditions. 

 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTS 

2.1. Synthesis of [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n 

Imidazole (5.76 g, 84 mM), 1,4-dibromobenzene(4.72 g, 20 mM), CuSO4·5H2O (0.064 g, 

0.4 mM), and K2CO3 (8.78 g, 63 mM) were mixed together and heated for 12 h at 180 °C under an 

argon atmosphere. After cooling to ambient temperature, the as-prepared mixture was washed with 

water, and the residue was extracted using 30 mL of reflux ethanol three times. The crude product BIB 

was produced after the organic layer was separated and evaporated to dryness, followed by its 

recrystallization in methanol and water.  
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A mixed solution consisting of BIB (0.4 mM, 84 mg), adipic acid (H2adp) (0.4 mM, 58 mg), 

and CuSO4·5H2O (0.4 mM) was dissolved into 10 ml of distilled water with a 0.5 M solution of NaOH 

added to adjust the pH to 8.0. Afterwards, the as-prepared mixed solution was sealed in a 25 ml 

Teflon-lined stainless-steel vessel, followed by heat treatment for 5 days at 160 °C and subsequent 

slow cooling to ambient temperature. The electrode was made by casting the [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n on 

a glassy carbon electrode. The prepared electrode is denoted as [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE. 

Five millilitres of PBS (0.1 M; pH 7.0) with a certain amount of CBZ solution was introduced 

into the electrochemical cell sealed by a micro-syringe. We immersed the coated electrode in PBS 

(0.1 M; pH 7.0) containing the desired concentration of CBZ for 90 s under stirring prior to each 

electrochemical experiment. Differential pulse anodic stripping voltammetry (DPV) was carried out 

over a range of 0.3 to 1.2 V to investigate the voltammetric determination of CBZ, where the 

parameters were as follows: amplitude, 0.05 V; potential increase, 0.004 V; pulse interval, 0.2 s; pulse 

width, 0.05 s. CV was performed at a scan rate range of 10-300 mV/s, and the potential range was 0.1-

0.7 V. All test solutions were purged with nitrogen for 10 min to allow for deoxygenation before each 

measurement. 

 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
 

Figure 1. (A) CVs recorded for the [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE in a NaOH solution (0.1 M) at a scan 

rate of 20 mV/s. (B) CVs recorded for the modified electrode in a NaOH solution (0.1 M); scan 

rates: 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30 V/s. Inset: the relationship 

between the square root of the scan rate and the redox peak current. (C) Solution pH effect on 

the CV profiles recorded for the modified electrode. (D) Relationship between the pH and the 

anodic peak potential. 

 

Figure 1A shows the electrochemical performance of the [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE in a 

0.1 M solution of NaOH; scan rate: 20 mV/s. Two peaks were observed at + 0.39 V (Epc) and + 0.46 V 

(Epa), as shown in the voltammogram. A linear increase was found between the peak currents and the 

square root of the scan rate over an increase in the scan rate from 10 mV/s to 300 mV/s
 
(Figure 1B), 

which implied the diffusion-controlled property of the redox process. Figure 1C illustrates the effect of 

pH on the electrochemical responses. A negative shift was found for the redox potential as the pH 

value was increased over a range of 11 to 14.5. The pH showed a linear relationship with the anodic 
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peak potential (Epa). The slope of 0.061 V/pH
 

was almost equal to the theoretical value of 

0.059 V/pH at 25 °C. The electrons acceptance was accompanied by an equal number of hydrogen 

ions, as suggested by the equation of − 0.061x/n = − 0.059 (x: the number of hydrogen ions 

participating in the reaction; n: the transferred electron number). Therefore, the reversible oxidation 

reaction of [(adp)(BIB)Cu
II
-OH2] to [(adp)(BIB)Cu

III
-OH] via a one-proton, one-electron process can 

be used to describe the electrochemical behaviour of the Cu-MOF in the NaOH solution (0.1 M). The 

possibility of enhancement resulted from the large surface-to-volume ratio, high electrical 

conductivity, favourable biocompatibility, excellent catalytic ability and surface reaction activity [30]. 

Under alkaline conditions, electroneutrality on the surface of electrode can be maintained by the 

reaction between the H
+ 

product and the OH
−
 migrating rapidly from the solution. 

 The molecular probe in our case was [Fe(CN)6]
3−/4−

, whose redox behaviour was studied to 

investigate the increase in the surface activity of the modified electrode. Figure 2 shows the anodic 

peak currents for [Fe(CN)6]
3−

 (1.0 mM) as a function of the square root of the scan rate. At both 

electrodes, the square root of the scan rate (ν
1/2

) was linearly related to the anodic peak current (ipa). 

The calculation of the active electrode area was based on the following Randles–Sevcik equation. 

1/2 1/20.446 ( )pa

DnF
i nFCA v

RT


 

where n refers to the transferred number of electron(s) during the redox reaction, C refers to the 

concentration, A refers to the active electrode area, D refers to the diffusion coefficient, and ν refers to 

the scan rate. The other three factors have their conventional meanings (F = 96,480 C/mol; T = 298 K, 

and R = 8.314 J mol/K). For the bare GCE, the active electrode area was obtained as 

0.103 ± 0.005 cm
2
, whilst that of [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE was calculated as 0.196 ± 0.014 cm

2
, 

which implied that the surface modification led to an increased effective surface area of the electrodes, 

increased electrochemical active sites, an enhanced electrochemical response, which caused the active 

sites to increase and led to the decrease in the detection limit and enhancement of the electrochemical 

response [31]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Plots recorded from the bare GCE and [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE for the square root of the 

scan rates versus the anodic peak current of 1 mM [Fe(CN)6]
3−

. 
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The detection performance of the bare GCE and [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE towards 5 μM 

CBZ in 0.1 M PBS at pH 7.0 is shown in the CVs of Figure 3A. Over the potential window of 0 - 

1.2 V, both electrodes showed a single anodic peak since the CBZ was electrochemically oxidized. 

The bare electrode exhibited an exceptionally weak anodic peak, whilst single irreversible broad 

anodic peak currents were obviously enhanced using the [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE, which suggested 

that the side chains of [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)] interacted with the target CBZ. Furthermore, this can be 

attributed to an increase in the thickness of the composite film as the accumulation time lengthened, 

which would affect the electron transfer rate for metal stripping [32-36].  

The electrochemical performance of CBZ was also studied. Figure 3B shows the DPVs 

recorded for CBZ (5 μM) at the bare GCE and [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE in 0.1 M of a pH 7.0 PBS. 

The [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE showed a significantly increased anodic peak current towards CBZ 

than the bare GCE, which displayed a broad and weak anodic peak for CBZ. This comparison 

indicates the large surface area and favourable conductivity of the former electrode. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. CVs (A) and DPV (B) recorded for CBZ (5 μM) at the bare GCE and 

[Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE in 0.1 M of a pH 7.0 PBS. 

 

In the present study, we optimized the pH value, accumulation potential, accumulation time, 

and supporting electrolyte to achieve a more sensitive determination of the target CBZ. Figure 4A 

presents the influence of the buffer solution pH on the electrochemical response to CBZ. The current 

response recorded for the analyte CBZ (5 μM) as a function of pH (5.0 - 9.0) is displayed in Figure 4B. 

At the [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE, the anodic peak current of CBZ showed a gradual increase as the 

pH increased up to a pH of 7.0; further increases in the pH led to a sharp decrease in the peak current 

because CBZ exhibits degradation in basic media. Therefore, the pH was optimized as 7.0, where the 

maximal sensitivity could be achieved. Moreover, neutral conditions are also favourable for 

determination in real environmental conditions [37-39]. Figure 4B also displays the relationship 

between the pH value and the anodic peak potentials (Ep). The pH increase led to a negative shift in the 

Ep value, as shown in the equation Ep (V) = −0.052pH + 1.544 (R
2
 = 0.99) based on the formula below: 
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/ ( 2.303 ) /dEpa dpH mRT nF   

where m refers to the number of protons involved in the electrochemical reaction; n refers to 

the number of charge transfer during the electrochemical reaction. The m/n ratio using the 

[Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE was ~ 1, which indicates that an equal number of electrons and protons 

were transferred during the electrochemical reaction of CBZ. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. (A) DPV recorded for 5 μM CBZ using the [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE at varying pH 

values; influence of (B) pH value on the anodic peak potentials and the anodic peak currents. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Effect of (A) the accumulation potential and (B) the accumulation time on the current 

response of 5 μM CBZ in PBS (0.1 M; pH 7.0). 

 

The absorbed amount of CBZ on the electrode surface can be affected by the accumulation 

parameters, which would further influence the LOD and detection sensitivity. Thus, we studied the 

accumulation potential and time effects on the detection performance. The effect of the accumulation 

potential on the current response of 5 μM CBZ in PBS (0.1 M; pH 7.0) is shown in Figure 5A; 

potential range: 0.2–1.0 V. At a potential of 0.8 V, the anodic peak current reached its maximal value. 
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Therefore, 0.8 V was selected as the optimum accumulation potential. These phenomena can be 

attributed to the excellent electrocatalytic activity, high conductivity, large specific surface area of the 

Cu-MOF [40]. We continued to study the effect of the accumulation time on the anodic current 

response of the target CBZ by dipping the C-Dots/GCE into CBZ (5 μM) for various accumulation 

times (Figure 5B). As the accumulation time increased, a sharp increase in the peak current was 

observed up to 90 s; further increases in time showed no increase in the peak current. Thus, we 

optimized the accumulation potential and time as 0.8 V and 90 s, respectively. 

Due to the on-field detection, low LOD, high selectivity, high sensitivity, favourable simplicity, 

cost effectiveness, and short time as well as no requirement for pre-treatment or pre-separation, Cu-

MOF shows significant potential in electrochemical detection applications. In the presence of CBZ at 

varying concentrations over a range of 0.1 - 10 μM, DPV responses were recorded using the 

[Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE under optimal parameters and are shown in Figure 6. As the CBZ 

concentration increased to 10 μM, the response current gradually deviated from the linear feature. Less 

competition for the surface arose as the analyte concentrations decreased, which led to the full 

coverage of the outermost accessible active surface area. In this case, CBZ uptake would be more 

efficient, which would result in an improved sensitivity at lower analyte concentrations. Thus, two 

linear ranges with a change in slope were observed. Over the concentration range of 0.1 to 10 μM, the 

CBZ concentration was found proportional to the peak current. The limit of quantitation (LOQ) and 

LOD were obtained as 10 nM and 0.05 μM, respectively, which are both lower than the legally 

required limits. A comparison of this sensor and other modified sensors towards the detection of CBZ 

is displayed in Table 1. 

 

 
Figure 6. DPVs recorded for CBZ at varying concentrations in PBS (0.1 M; pH 7.0) as the supporting 

electrolyte using the [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE at an accumulation potential of 0.8 V and an 

accumulation time of 90 s. 
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Table 1. Comparison of the main properties of the electrochemical sensors towards the determination 

of CBZ. 

 

Electrode Linear range upper 

limit (μM) 

Detection limit 

(nM) 

Reference  

Sodium montmorillonite clay/GCE 5-100 960 [41] 

SiO2/MWCNT/GCE 1-5 56 [15] 

MWCNT/GCE 1-10 55 [42] 

P-HCNFs/GCE 1-7 38 [43] 

[Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE 0.1-10 10 This work 

 

Other measurements of the prepared sensor were performed to identify whether the method was 

precise and practical. We further studied other performance of the [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE to 

investigate the precision and feasibility of our developed strategy. Twenty consecutive experiments 

were performed to study the operational stability of our developed sensor towards the electrochemical 

response of CBZ with a relative standard deviation (RSD) of 2.8%. The result suggested that our 

developed sensor was highly stable. The long-term stability of the developed sensor towards CBZ 

(5 μM) was studied in 0.1 M of pH 7.0 PBS at an interval of every two days after 1 month of storage in 

a refrigerator at 4 °C. During the initial week, the current response showed no sharp reduction; a 

further increase in time caused a gradual decrease in the current response. Furthermore, 91.6% of the 

initial response was retained after 1 month of storage, which suggests that the developed sensor was 

highly stable over a long period. The oxidation peak current of the target CBZ (5 μM) using five as-

prepared sensors was compared to study the reproducibility. For five individual detection experiments 

of CBZ, an RSD of 4.5% was obtained, which suggested that the proposed sensor was highly 

reproducible. Therefore, the developed sensor was highly stable, as confirmed by its high operation 

stability, long-term stability, and reproducibility. 

Under the optimum parameters, CBZ in tap water was successfully detected using our 

developed electrochemical sensor via the standard addition method, and the results are compared with 

the high-performance immunoaffinity chromatography method, as reported [44]. In tap water samples, 

recoveries were found in a range of 93.2% - 104.1%, as shown in Table 2. This implied the adequacy 

of our proposed sensor for practical detection even in the absence of sample purification. In addition, 

the developed sensor was also accurate, efficient, and appropriate for the determination of trace levels 

of CBZ in real samples. 

 

 

Table 2. Detection performance of the [Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE towards CBZ in tap water samples 

(n = 5). 

 

Sample Added (μM) Found (μM) Found by 

HPIAC (μM) 

Recovery (%) 

1 0.1 0.095 0.094 95.0 

2 0.5 0.467 0.469 93.4 

3 1 1.041 1.050 104.1 

4 3 3.109 3.141 103.6 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Using a hydrothermal technique, the present study proposed the preparation of Cu-MOF from 

the flexible H2adp ligand and the rigid BIB ligand. CBZ was successfully detected using the developed 

[Cu(adp)(BIB)(H2O)]n/GCE with a wide linear range of 0.1 to 10 μM and an LOD of 10 nM. 

Additionally, our developed carbendazim sensor can effectively determine CBZ in environmental tap 

water samples.  
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